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Madame La Gimp
One night I am passing the corner of Fiftieth Street and Broadway, and what do I see
but Dave the Dude standing in a doorway talking to a busted-down old Spanish doll by
the name of Madame La Gimp. Or rather Madame La Gimp is talking to Dave the Dude,
and what is more he is listening to her, because I can hear him say yes, yes, as he always
does when he is really listening to anybody, which is very seldom.
Now this is a most surprising sight to me, because Madame La Gimp is not such an old
doll as anybody will wish to listen to, especially Dave the Dude. In fact, she is nothing
but an old haybag, and generally somewhat ginned up. For fifteen years, or maybe
sixteen, I see Madame La Gimp up and down Broadway, or sliding along through the
Forties, sometimes selling newspapers, and sometimes selling flowers, and in all these
years I seldom see her but what she seems to have about half a heat on from drinking
gin.
Of course, nobody ever takes the newspapers she sells, even after they buy them off of
her, because they are generally yesterday's papers, and sometimes last week's, and
nobody ever wants her flowers, even after they pay her for them, because they are
flowers such as she gets off an undertaker over in Tenth Avenue, and they are very tired
flowers, indeed.
Personally, I consider Madame La Gimp nothing but an old pest, but kind-hearted guys
like Dave the Dude always stake her to a few pieces of silver when she comes shuffling
along putting on the moan about her tough luck. She walks with a gimp in one leg,
which is why she is called Madame La Gimp, and years ago I hear somebody say
Madame La Gimp is once a Spanish dancer, and a big shot on Broadway, but that she
meets up with an accident which puts her out of the dancing dodge, and that a busted
romance makes her become a gin-head.
I remember somebody telling me once that Madame La Gimp is quite a beauty in her
day, and has her own servants, and all this and that, but I always hear the same thing
about every bum on Broadway, male and female, including some I know are bums, in
spades, right from taw, so I do not pay any attention to these stories.
Still, I am willing to allow that maybe Madame La Gimp is once a fair looker, at that,
and the chances are has a fair shape, because once or twice I see her when she is not
ginned up, and has her hair combed, and she is not so bad-looking, although even then if
you put her in a claiming race I do not think there is any danger of anybody claiming
her out of it.

Mostly she is wearing raggedy clothes, and busted shoes, and her grey hair is generally
hanging down her face, and when I say she is maybe fifty years old I am giving her
plenty the best of it. Although she is Spanish, Madame La Gimp talks good English, and
in fact she can cuss in English as good as anybody I ever hear, barring Dave the Dude.
Well, anyway, when Dave the Dude sees me as he is listening to Madame La Gimp, he
motions me to wait, so I wait until she finally gets through gabbing to him and goes
gimping away. Then Dave the Dude comes over to me looking much worried.
'This is quite a situation,' Dave says. 'The old doll is in a tough spot. It seems that she
once has a baby which she calls by the name of Eulalie, being it is a girl baby, and she
ships this baby off to her sister in a little town in Spain to raise up, because Madame La
Gimp figures a baby is not apt to get much raising-up off of her as long as she is on
Broadway. Well, this baby is on her way here. In fact,' Dave says, 'she will land next
Saturday and here it is Wednesday already.'
'Where is the baby's papa?' I ask Dave the Dude.
'Well,' Dave says, 'I do not ask Madame La Gimp this, because I do not consider it a fair
question. A guy who goes around this town asking where babies' papas are, or even who
they are, is apt to get the name of being nosey. Anyway, this has nothing whatever to do
with the proposition, which is that Madame La Gimp's baby, Eulalie, is arriving here.
'Now,' Dave says, 'it seems that Madame La Gimp's baby, being now eighteen years old,
is engaged to marry the son of a very proud old Spanish nobleman who lives in this little
town in Spain, and it also seems that the very proud old Spanish nobleman, and his
ever-loving wife, and the son, and Madame La Gimp's sister, are all with the baby. They
are making a tour of the whole world, and will stop over here a couple of days just to
see Madame La Gimp.'
'It is commencing to sound to me like a movie such as a guy is apt to see at a midnight
show,' I say.
'Wait a minute,' Dave says, getting impatient: 'You are too gabby to suit me. Now it
seems that the proud old Spanish noble man does not wish his son to marry any lob, and
one reason he is coming here is to look over Madame La Gimp, and see that she is okay.
He thinks that Madame La Gimp's baby's own papa is dead, and that Madame La Gimp
is now married to one of the richest and most aristocratic guys in America.'
'How does the proud old Spanish nobleman get such an idea as this?' I ask. 'It is a sure
thing he never sees Madame La Gimp, or even a photograph of her as she is at present.'
'I will tell you how,' Dave the Dude says. 'It seems Madame La Gimp gives her baby the

idea that such is the case in her letters to her. It seems Madame La Gimp does a little
scrubbing business around a swell apartment hotel in Park Avenue that is called the
Marberry, and she cops stationery there and writes her baby in Spain on this stationery,
saying this is where she lives, and how rich and aristocratic her husband is. And what is
more, Madame La Gimp has letters from her baby sent to her care of the hotel and gets
them out of the employees' mail.'
'Why,' I say, 'Madame La Gimp is nothing but an old fraud to deceive people in this
manner, especially a proud old Spanish nobleman. And,' I say, 'this proud old Spanish
nobleman must be something of a chump to believe a mother will keep away from her
baby all these years, especially if the mother has plenty of dough, although of course I
do not know just how smart a proud old Spanish nobleman can be.'
'Well,' Dave says, 'Madame La Gimp tells me the thing that makes the biggest hit of all
with the proud old Spanish nobleman is that she keeps her baby in Spain all these years
because she wishes her raised up a true Spanish baby in every respect until she is old
enough to know what time it is. But I judge the proud old Spanish nobleman is none too
bright, at that,' Dave says, 'because Madame La Gimp tells me he always lives in his
little town which does not even have running water in the bathrooms.
'But what I am getting at is this,' Dave says. 'We must have Madame La Gimp in a swell
apartment in the Marberry with a rich and aristocratic guy for a husband by the time her
baby gets here, because if the proud old Spanish nobleman finds out Madame La Gimp
is nothing but a bum, it is a hundred to one he will cancel his son's engagement to
Madame La Gimp's baby and break a lot of people's hearts, including his son's.
'Madame La Gimp tells me her baby is daffy about the young guy, and he is daffy about
her, and there are enough broken hearts in this town as it is. I know how I will get the
apartment, so you go and bring me Judge Henry G. Blake for a rich and aristocratic
husband, or anyway for a husband.'
Well, I know Dave the Dude to do many a daffy thing, but never a thing as daffy as this.
But I know there is no use arguing with him when he gets an idea, because if you argue
with Dave the Dude too much he is apt to reach over and lay his Sunday punch on your
snoot, and no argument is worth a punch on the snoot, especially from Dave the Dude.
So I go out looking for Judge Henry G. Blake to be Madame La Gimp's husband,
although I am not so sure Judge Henry G. Blake will care to be anybody's husband, and
especially Madame La Gimp's after he gets a load of her, for Judge Henry G. Blake is
kind of a classy old guy.
To look at Judge Henry G. Blake, with his grey hair, and his nose glasses, and his
stomach, you will think he is very important people, indeed. Of course, Judge Henry G.

Blake is not a judge, and never is a judge, but they call him Judge because he looks like
a judge, and talks slow, and puts in many long words, which very few people
understand.
They tell me Judge Blake once has plenty of dough, and is quite a guy in Wall Street,
and a high shot along Broadway, but he misses a few guesses at the market, and winds
up without much dough, as guys generally do who miss guesses at the market. What
Judge Henry G. Blake does for a living at this time nobody knows, because he does
nothing much whatever, and yet he seems to be a producer in a small way at all times.
Now and then he makes a trip across the ocean with such as Little Manuel, and other
guys who ride the tubs, and sits in with them on games of bridge, and one thing and
another, when they need him. Very often when he is riding the tubs, Little Manuel runs
into some guy he cannot cheat, so he has to call in Judge Henry G. Blake to outplay the
guy on the level, although of course Little Manuel will much rather get a guy's dough by
cheating him than by outplaying him on the level. Why this is, I do not know, but this is
the way Little Manuel is.
Anyway, you cannot say Judge Henry G. Blake is a bum, especially as he wears good
clothes, with a wing collar, and a derby hat, and most people consider him a very nice
old man. Personally I never catch the judge out of line on any proposition whatever, and
he always says hello to me, very pleasant.
It takes me several hours to find Judge Henry G. Blake, but finally I locate him in
Derle's billiards-room playing a game of pool with a guy from Providence, Rhode Island.
It seems the judge is playing the guy from Providence for five cents a ball, and the judge
is about thirteen balls behind when I step into the joint, because naturally at five cents a
ball the judge wishes the guy from Providence to win, so as to encourage him to play for
maybe twenty-five cents a ball, the judge being very cute this way.
Well, when I step in I see the judge miss a shot anybody can make blindfolded, but as
soon as I give him the office I wish to speak to him, the judge hauls off and belts in
every ball on the table, bingity-bing, the last shot being a bank that will make Al de Oro
stop and think, because when it comes to pool, the old judge is just naturally a curly
wolf.
Afterwards he tells me he is very sorry I make him hurry up this way, because of course
after the last shot he is never going to get the guy from Providence to play him pool
even for fun, and the judge tells me the guy sizes up as a right good thing, at that.
Now Judge Henry G. Blake is not so excited when I tell him what Dave the Dude
wishes to see him about, but naturally he is willing to do anything for Dave, because he
knows that guys who are not willing to do things for Dave the Dude often have bad luck.

The judge tells me that he is afraid he will not make much of a husband because he tries
it before several times on his own hook and is always a bust, but as long as this time it is
not to be anything serious, he will tackle it. Anyway, Judge Henry G. Blake says, being
aristocratic will come natural to him.
Well, when Dave the Dude starts out on any proposition, he is a wonder for fast
working. The first thing he does is to turn Madame La Gimp over to Miss Billy Perry,
who is now Dave's ever-loving wife which he takes out of tap-dancing in Miss Missouri
Martin's Sixteen Hundred Club, and Miss Billy Perry calls in Miss Missouri Martin to
help.
This is water on Miss Missouri Martin's wheel, because if there is anything she loves it
is to stick her nose in other people's business, no matter what it is, but she is quite a help
at that, although at first they have a tough time keeping her from telling Waldo
Winchester, the scribe, about the whole cat-hop, so he will put a story in the Morning
Item about it, with Miss Missouri Martin's name in it. Miss Missouri Martin does not
believe in ever overlooking any publicity bets on the layout.
Anyway, it seems that between them Miss Billy Perry and Miss Missouri Martin get
Madame La Gimp dolled up in a lot of new clothes, and run her through one of these
beauty joints until she comes out very much changed, indeed. Afterwards I hear Miss
Billy Perry and Miss Missouri Martin have quite a few words, because Miss Missouri
Martin wishes to paint Madame La Gimp's hair the same colour as her own, which is a
high yellow, and buy her the same kind of dresses which Miss Missouri Martin wears
herself, and Miss Missouri Martin gets much insulted when Miss Billy Perry says no,
they are trying to dress Madame La Gimp to look like a lady.
They tell me Miss Missouri Martin thinks some of putting the slug on Miss Billy Perry
for this crack, but happens to remember just in time that Miss Billy Perry is now Dave
the Dude's everloving wife, and that nobody in this town can put the slug on Dave's
ever-loving wife, except maybe Dave himself.
Now the next thing anybody knows, Madame La Gimp is in a swell eight-or nine-room
apartment in the Marberry, and the way this comes about is as follows: It seems that one
of Dave the Dude's most important champagne customers is a guy by the name of
Rodney B. Emerson, who owns the apartment, but who is at his summer home in
Newport, with his family, or anyway with his ever-loving wife.
This Rodney B. Emerson is quite a guy along Broadway, and a great hand for spending
dough and looking for laughs, and he is very popular with the mob. Furthermore, he is
obliged to Dave the Dude, because Dave sells him good champagne when most guys are
trying to hand him the old phonus bolonus, and naturally Rodney B. Emerson
appreciates this kind treatment.

He is a short, fat guy, with a round, red face, and a big laugh, and the kind of a guy
Dave the Dude can call up at his home in Newport and explain the situation and ask for
the loan of the apartment, which Dave does. Well, it seems Rodney B. Emerson gets a
big bang out of the idea, and he says to Dave the Dude like this: 'You not only can have
the apartment, Dave, but I will come over and help you out. It will save a lot of
explaining around the Marberry if I am there.'
So he hops right over from Newport, and joins in with Dave the Dude, and I wish to say
Rodney B. Emerson will always be kindly remembered by one and all for his cooperation, and nobody will ever again try to hand him the phonus bolonus when he is
buying champagne, even if he is not buying it off of Dave the Dude.
Well, it is coming on Saturday and the boat from Spain is due, so Dave the Dude hires a
big town car, and puts his own driver, Wop Sam, on it, as he does not wish any strange
driver tipping off anybody that it is a hired car. Miss Missouri Martin is anxious to go to
the boat with Madame La Gimp, and take her jazz band, the Hi Hi Boys, from her
Sixteen Hundred Club with her to make it a real welcome, but nobody thinks much of
this idea. Only Madame La Gimp and her husband Judge Henry G. Blake, and Miss
Billy Perry go, though the judge holds out for some time for Little Manuel, because
Judge Blake says he wishes somebody around to tip him off in case there are any bad
cracks made about him as a husband in Spanish, and Little Manuel is very Spanish.
The morning they go to meet the boat is the first time Judge Henry G. Blake gets a load
of his ever-loving wife, Madame La Gimp, and by this time Miss Billy Perry and Miss
Missouri Martin give Madame La Gimp such a going-over that she is by no means the
worst looker in the world. In fact, she looks first-rate, especially as she is off gin and
says she is off it for good.
Judge Henry G. Blake is really quite surprised by her looks, as he figures all along she
will turn out to be a crow. In fact, Judge Blake hurls a couple of shots into himself to
nerve himself for the ordeal, as he explains it, before he appears to go to the boat.
Between these shots, and the nice clothes, and the good cleaning-up Miss Billy Perry
and Miss Missouri Martin give Madame La Gimp, she is really a pleasant sight to the
judge.
They tell me the meeting at the dock between Madame La Gimp and her baby is very
affecting indeed, and when the proud old Spanish nobleman and his wife, and their son,
and Madame La Gimp's sister, all go into action, too, there are enough tears around
there to float all the battleships we once sink for Spain. Even Miss Billy Perry and Judge
Henry G. Blake do some first-class crying, although the chances are the judge is worked
up to the crying more by the shots he takes for his courage than by the meeting.
Still, I hear the old judge does himself proud, what with kissing Madame La Gimp's

baby plenty, and duking the proud old Spanish nobleman, and his wife, and son, and
giving Madame La Gimp's sister a good strong hug that squeezes her tongue out.
It turns out that the proud old Spanish nobleman has white sideburns, and is entitled
Conte de Something, so his ever-loving wife is the Contesa, and the son is a very nicelooking quiet young guy any way you take him, who blushes every time anybody looks
at him. As for Madame La Gimp's baby, she is as pretty as they come, and many guys
are sorry they do not get Judge Henry G. Blake's job as stepfather, because he is able to
take a kiss at Madame La Gimp's baby on what seems to be very small excuse. I never
see a nicer-looking young couple, and anybody can see they are very fond of each other,
indeed.
Madame La Gimp's sister is not such a doll as I will wish to have sawed off on me, and
is up in the paints as regards to age, but she is also very quiet. None of the bunch talk
any English, so Miss Billy Perry and Judge Henry G. Blake are pretty much outsiders on
the way uptown. Anyway, the judge takes the wind as soon as they reach the Marberry,
because the judge is now getting a little tired of being a husband. He says he has to take
a trip out to Pittsburgh to buy four or five coal-mines, but will be back the next day.
Well, it seems to me that everything is going perfect so far, and that it is good judgment
to let it lay as it is, but nothing will do Dave the Dude but to have a reception the
following night. I advise Dave the Dude against this idea, because I am afraid
something will happen to spoil the whole cat-hop, but he will not listen to me, especially
as Rodney B. Emerson is now in town and is a strong booster for the party, as he wishes
to drink some of the good champagne he has planted in his apartment.
Furthermore, Miss Billy Perry and Miss Missouri Martin are very indignant at me when
they hear about my advice, as it seems they both buy new dresses out of Dave the
Dude's bank-roll when they are dressing up Madame La Gimp, and they wish to spring
these dresses somewhere where they can be seen. So the party is on.
I get to the Marberry around nine o'clock and who opens the door of Madame La Gimp's
apartment for me but Moosh, the door man from Miss Missouri Martin's Sixteen
Hundred Club. Furthermore, he is in his Sixteen Hundred Club uniform, except he has a
clean shave. I wish Moosh a hello, and he never raps to me but only bows, and takes my
hat.
The next guy I see is Rodney B. Emerson in evening clothes, and the minute he sees me
he yells out, 'Mister O. O. McIntyre.' Well, of course, I am not Mister O. O. McIntyre,
and never put myself away as Mister O. O. McIntyre, and furthermore there is no
resemblance whatever between Mister O. O. McIntyre and me, because I am a fairly
good-looking guy, and I start to give Rodney B. Emerson an argument, when he
whispers to me like this:

'Listen,' he whispers, 'we must have big names at this affair, so as to impress these
people. The chances are they read the newspapers back there in Spain, and we must let
them meet the folks they read about, so they will see Madame La Gimp is a real big shot
to get such names to a party.'
Then he takes me by the arm and leads me to a group of people in a corner of the room,
which is about the size of the Grand Central waiting-room.
'Mister O. O. McIntyre, the big writer!' Rodney B. Emerson says, and the next thing I
know I am shaking hands with Mr. and Mrs. Conte, and their son, and with Madame La
Gimp and her baby, and Madame La Gimp's sister, and finally with Judge Henry G.
Blake, who has on a swallowtail coat, and does not give me much of a tumble. I figure
the chances are Judge Henry G. Blake is getting a swelled head already, not to tumble
up a guy who helps him get his job, but even at that I wish to say the old judge looks
immense in his swallowtail coat, bowing and giving one and all the old castor-oil smile.
Madame La Gimp is in a low-neck black dress and is wearing a lot of Miss Missouri
Martin's diamonds, such as rings and bracelets, which Miss Missouri Martin insists on
hanging on her, al though I hear afterwards that Miss Missouri Martin has Johnny
Brannigan, the plain-clothes copper, watching these diamonds. I wonder at the time why
Johnny is there, but figure it is because he is a friend of Dave the Dude's. Miss Missouri
Martin is no sucker, even if she is kind-hearted.
Anybody looking at Madame La Gimp will bet you all the coffee in Java that she never
lives in a cellar over in Tenth Avenue, and drinks plenty of gin in her day. She has her
grey hair piled up high on her head, with a big Spanish comb in it, and she reminds me
of a picture I see somewhere, but I do not remember just where. And her baby, Eulalie,
in a white dress is about as pretty a little doll as you will wish to see, and nobody can
blame Judge Henry G. Blake for copping a kiss off of her now and then.
Well, pretty soon I hear Rodney B. Emerson bawling, 'Mister Willie K. Vanderbilt,' and
in comes nobody but Big Nig, and Rodney B. Emerson leads him over to the group and
introduces him.
Little Manuel is standing alongside Judge Henry G. Blake, and he explains in Spanish to
Mr. and Mrs. Conte and the others that 'Willie K. Vanderbilt' is a very large millionaire,
and Mr. and Mrs. Conte seem much interested, anyway, though naturally Madame La
Gimp and Judge Henry G. Blake are jerry to Big Nig, while Madame La Gimp's baby
and the young guy are interested in nobody but each other.
Then I hear, 'Mister Al Jolson,' and in comes nobody but Tony Bertazzola, from the
Chicken Club, who looks about as much like Al as I do like O. O. McIntyre, which is
not at all. Next comes 'the Very Reverend John Roach Straton,' who seems to be Skeets

Bolivar to me, then 'the Honourable Mayor James J. Walker,' and who is it but Good
Time Charley Bernstein.
'Mister Otto H. Kahn,' turns out to be Rochester Red, and 'Mister Heywood Broun' is
Nick the Greek, who asks me privately who Heywood Broun is, and gets very sore at
Rodney B. Emerson when I describe Heywood Broun to him.
Finally there is quite a commotion at the door and Rodney B. Emerson announces,
'Mister Herbert Bayard Swope' in an extra loud voice which makes everybody look
around, but it is nobody but the Pale Face Kid. He gets me to one side, too, and wishes
to know who Herbert Bayard Swope is, and when I explain to him, the Pale Face Kid
gets so swelled up he will not speak to Death House Donegan, who is only 'Mister
William Muldoon.'
Well, it seems to me they are getting too strong when they announce, 'Vice-President of
the United States, the Honourable Charles Curtis,' and in pops Guinea Mike, and I say
as much to Dave the Dude, who is running around every which way looking after things,
but he only says, 'Well, if you do not know it is Guinea Mike, will you know it is not
Vice-President Curtis?'
But it seems to me all this is most disrespectful to our leading citizens, especially when
Rodney B. Emerson calls, 'The Honourable Police Commissioner, Mister Grover A.
Whalen,' and in pops Wild William Wilkins, who is a very hot man at this time, being
wanted in several spots for different raps. Dave the Dude takes personal charge of Wild
William and removes a rod from his pants pocket, because none of the guests are
supposed to come rodded up, this being strictly a social matter.
I watch Mr. and Mrs. Conte, and I do not see that these names are making any
impression on them, and I afterwards find out that they never get any newspapers in
their town in Spain except a little local bladder which only prints the home news. In fact,
Mr. and Mrs. Conte seem somewhat bored, although Mr. Conte cheers up no little and
looks interested when a lot of dolls drift in. They are mainly dolls from Miss Missouri
Martin's Sixteen Hundred Club, and the Hot Box, but Rodney B. Emerson introduces
them as 'Sophie Tucker,' and 'Theda Bara,' and 'Jeanne Eagels,' and 'Helen Morgan,' and
'Aunt Jemima,' and one thing and another.
Well, pretty soon in comes Miss Missouri Martin's jazz band, the Hi Hi Boys, and the
party commences getting up steam, especially when Dave the Dude gets Rodney B.
Emerson to breaking out the old grape. By and by there is dancing going on, and a good
time is being had by one and all, including Mr. and Mrs. Conte. In fact, after Mr. Conte
gets a couple of jolts of the old grape, he turns out to be a pretty nice old skate, even if
nobody can understand what he is talking about.

As for Judge Henry G. Blake, he is full of speed, indeed. By this time anybody can see
that the judge is commencing to believe that all this is on the level and that he is really
entertaining celebrities in his own home. You put a quart of good grape inside the old
judge and he will believe anything. He soon dances himself plumb out of wind, and then
I notice he is hanging around Madame La Gimp a lot.
Along about midnight, Dave the Dude has to go out into the kitchen and settle a battle
there over a crap game, but otherwise everything is very peaceful. It seems that 'Herbert
Bayard Swope,' 'Vice-President Curtis,' and 'Grover Whalen' get a little game going,
when 'the Reverend John Roach Straton' steps up and cleans them in four passes, but it
seems they soon discover that 'the Reverend John Roach Straton' is using tops on them,
which are very dishonest dice, and so they put the slug on 'the Reverend John Roach
Strawn' and Dave the Dude has to split them out.
By and by I figure on taking the wind, and I look for Mr. and Mrs. Conte to tell them
good night, but Mr. Conte and Miss Missouri Martin are still dancing, and Miss
Missouri Martin is pouring conversation into Mr. Conte's ear by the bucketful, and
while Mr. Conte does not savvy a word she says, this makes no difference to Miss
Missouri Martin. Let Miss Missouri Martin do all the talking, and she does not care a
whoop if anybody understands her.
Mrs. Conte is over in a corner with 'Herbert Bayard Swope,' or the Pale Face Kid, who
is trying to find out from her by using hog Latin and signs on her if there is any chance
for a good twenty-one dealer in Spain, and of course Mrs. Conte is not able to make
heads or tails of what he means, so I hunt up Madame La Gimp.
She is sitting in a darkish corner off by herself and I really do not see Judge Henry G.
Blake leaning over her until I am almost on top of them, so I cannot help hearing what
the judge is saying.
'I am wondering for two days,' he says, 'if by any chance you remember me. Do you
know who I am?'
'I remember you,' Madame La Gimp says. 'I remember you--oh, so very well, Henry.
How can I forget you? But I have no idea you recognize me after all these years.'
'Twenty of them now,' Judge Henry G. Blake says. 'You are beautiful then. You are still
beautiful.'
Well, I can see the old grape is working first-class on Judge Henry G. Blake to make
such remarks as this, although at that, in the half-light, with the smile on her face,
Madame La Gimp is not so bad. Still, give me them carrying a little less weight for age.

'Well, it is all your fault,' Judge Henry G. Blake says. 'You go and marry that chile con
carne guy, and look what happens!'
I can see there is no sense in me horning in on Madame La Gimp and Judge Henry G.
Blake while they are cutting up old touches in this manner, so I think I will just say
good-bye to the young people and let it go at that, but while I am looking for Madame
La Gimp's baby, and her guy, I run into Dave the Dude.
'You will not find them here,' Dave says. 'By this time they are being married over at
Saint Malachy's with my ever-loving wife and Big Nig standing up with them. We get
the licence for them yesterday afternoon. Can you imagine a couple of young saps
wishing to wait until they go plumb around the world before getting married?'
Well, of course, this elopement creates much excitement for a few minutes, but by
Monday Mr. and Mrs. Conde and the young folks and Madame La Gimp's sister take a
train for California to keep on going around the world, leaving us nothing to talk about
but about old Judge Henry G. Blake and Madame La Gimp getting themselves married,
too, and going to Detroit where Judge Henry G. Blake claims he has a brother in the
plumbing business who will give him a job, although personally I think Judge Henry G.
Blake figures to do a little booting on his own hook in and out of Canada. It is not like
Judge Henry G. Blake to tie himself up to the plumbing business.
So there is nothing more to the story, except that Dave the Dude is around a few days
later with a big sheet of paper in his duke and very, very indignant.
'If every single article listed here is not kicked back to the owners of the different joints
in the Marberry that they are taken from by next Tuesday night, I will bust a lot of noses
around this town,' Dave says. 'I am greatly mortified by such happenings at my social
affairs, and everything must be returned at once. Especially,' Dave says, 'the baby grand
piano that is removed from Apartment 9D.'

